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Subwavelength resolution in a transmission acoustic microscope
configuration using fiber-tip sensors

Christian Kocha)

Section 1.43, Physikalisch–Technische Bundesanstalt, D-38023 Braunschweig, Germany

~Received 28 April 1999; accepted for publication 19 July 1999!

Subwavelength resolution in a transmission acoustic microscope configuration is demonstrated
using optical fiber-tip sensors as small-sized acoustic probes. A slit with a width of 1/20 of the
acoustic wavelengthL representing the object was detected with a lateral resolution of the outer
fiber diameter which was'1/10 L, and with a proper signal-to-noise ratio. Fiber preparation
techniques may raise the resolution to the fiber core dimensions, and simultaneous detection of an
acoustic and an optical image is proposed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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Since the successful technical implementation of
near-field scanning optical microscope~NSOM! in the
1980s, the improvement of the resolution and its extensio
the subwavelength region using small detection probes h
led to a wide range of new applications in microscopy. In
field of acoustics and ultrasound, ultrasonic force micr
copy allows the investigation of elastic properties on the
nometer scale.1,2 Particular applications such as the inves
gation of bone3 or wood4 require, however, only a medium
resolution in the range between 1mm and 1 mm. A conven-
tional scanning acoustic microscope will generally be
pable of meeting these requirements,5 if frequencies between
100 MHz and 1 GHz are applied. In porous media, howev
the sound absorption causes dramatic signal losses in
frequency range and the necessary reduction of the u
sound frequency below 1 MHz limits the resolving power
the device to more than 1 mm. The investigation with
ultrasonic probe detector of subwavelength dimensio
therefore, seems to be an attractive alternative to conv
tional techniques.

As in the case of the NSOM, a suitable small detector
emitter is the key element of the technique. Recently, tips
optical fibers coated with optical layers have turned out to
ultrasonic sensors with a small active area and medium p
sure sensitivity.6 In this letter, subwavelength resolution in
transmission acoustic microscope configuration is prese
using a fiber tip as the detection probe. A perpendicularly
single-mode fiber was coated with a titanium layer formi
an optical mirror, and the displacement of the tip due to
interaction with the sound field was measured using an in
ferometer. A slit representing the object with a width
about 1/20 of the acoustic wavelength could be identifi
with a proper signal-to-noise ratio. The spatial resolution w
limited to the outer diameter of the fiber~125 mm! because
of edge waves generated at the rim of the fiber. Howe
some possibilities are suggested that may raise the resol
to the fiber core dimensions, which are several microns in
case of single-mode devices.

The main range of application of the proposed near-fi
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acoustic microscopy technique is the investigation of ela
properties in solids, for example, the detection of imperf
tions, cracks, or other local disturbances. For the first exp
mental test, however, a simple and variable object w
needed and a slit was formed by two brass plates 0.5
thick ~Fig. 1!, which had been put on a polystyrene slab w
a very thin water layer in between to ensure acoustical c
tact. The slab, 25 mm in diameter, represented the ma
material to be investigated. The bottom side was connec
to a broadband piezoelectric transducer~0.7–3 MHz, active
diameter 24 mm! via a thin water layer. The transducer wa
excited with tone bursts of a fixed frequency~1.4 MHz,
acoustic wavelength in waterL51.1 mm!. The burst dura-
tion of six oscillations was chosen with respect to the len
of the slab~18 mm! to separate the direct signal from re
reflections inside the slab. The acoustic field was detec
with a fiber-tip sensor coupled to the object using a wa
drop. The sensor consisted of a single-mode fiber tip with
outer diameter of 125mm, coated with a titanium layer 200
nm thick. The light of a laser diode (l5674 nm) was
coupled into the fiber and reflected at the coating. Due to
acoustic interaction, the fiber front facet was moved and
resulting phase change of the reflected light was meas
with a heterodyne interferometer.7 The sensor, except for th
tip, was buried in silicone which forms the top boundary

FIG. 1. Experimental setup of the transmission microscope configurat
f-Gen: function generator; AMP: amplifier.
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the coupling water drop. Since the acoustic impedance of
silicone was nearly matched to water, rear reflections
standing waves inside the water drop were avoided.

In this very early experiment the adjustment of the s
sor and the lateral scan perpendicular to the slit were car
out by hand-driven translation stages. The distance betw
the sensor and the object, which is very critical with resp
to the resolving power of the device,8 was determined by a
stereo microscope with a reticle in the eyepiece. By this te
nique an accuracy of only about 30mm was achieved which
was, however, sufficient for the first experiment. Distan
regulation systems known from NSOM~Ref. 9! can be ap-
plied in a more developed version of the acoustic microsc
and a significant improvement of distance accuracy is to
expected.

The heterodyne interferometer yields an output sig
which is proportional to the sound pressure of the to
burst.7 After acquiring the time-dependent interferome
output, the amplitude of the burst was determined usin
fast Fourier transform, taking the scalloping losses of
Hamming window used into account.10 The pressure ampli
tude obtained for the sound field transmitted through a
0.2 mm wide is depicted in Fig. 2 versus the scan distancx.
The slit is well reconstructed if the distance between
sensor and the objectdSO is about 50mm and the full width
of half maximum ~FWHM! of the pressure distribution i
310 mm. If the sensor is displaced 200mm from the object,
the resolution decreases significantly (FWHM5630mm),
althoughdSO is still of the order of the sensor diameter and
weaker dependence of the resolution ondSO was expected.8

After further increase in the sensor distance, the cont
of the pressure distribution almost disappe
(FWHM5770mm).

The highest resolution of 310mm in terms of the FWHM
obtained during the scan of the slit 0.2 mm wide was sign
cantly higher than the slit width. To test the resolving pow
of the microscope, a slit 50mm wide, narrower than the oute
fiber diameter, was investigated~Fig. 3!. The FWHM of the
pressure scan distribution was 160mm in this experiment.
This value is approximately equal to the sum of the obj
width and the outer diameter of the fiber. This leads to
assumption that edge waves generated at the outer boun
of the fiber limit the resolution. When the outer fiber ed
arrives at the object slit, it acts as a source of~secondary!
sound waves that propagate to the fiber center where the
detected. Part of the edge waves that would be distribu

FIG. 2. Measured pressure amplitude of the sound wave transmitted thr
a slit 0.2 mm wide vs distance in the scanning direction dependent on
sensor–object distancedSO.
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into the free half space without obstacle are reflected at
object and, thus, also contribute to the measurement sig
The smaller the distance between object and sensor the m
effective is this waveguide effect. Furthermore, the sen
front face and the interface between polystyrene slab
water at the bottom of the slit form a cavity, and a we
standing wave may occur which gets out of phase whendSO

is changed. Therefore, edge waves, waveguide, and r
nance effects seem to be the reason for both, the redu
lateral resolution and the stronger dependence of the res
tion on dSO.

Several possibilities can be suggested to overcome th
obvious limitations of the near-field acoustic microsco
technique described. If the sensor characteristic is comple
known, it seems to be possible to reconstruct the true ob
by numerical deconvolution. Unfortunately, the determin
tion of the complex-valued sensor transfer function turn
out to be very difficult,11 and another way using speciall
prepared sensor tips seems to be more promising. If the
sor tip is buried into a fused silica matrix, the outer diame
of the sensor slab can exceed the scan range and no edg
arrive in front of the object. As to the opposite alternativ
the fiber tip is first tapered and then coated by the reflec
layer and a small-sized sensor tip is provided.

For the heterodyne interferometer measurement, it is
necessary to have a high-reflection coating on the tip
partly reflecting layer system allows the optical illuminatio
of the object during the acoustic measurement. Since the
part of the detected photocurrent then contains informa
about the optical reflectivity of the object while the acous
signal is wrapped in the rf part, an opticaland an acoustic
image may be obtained at the same time. This opens up
combination of the near-field acoustic microscope propo
in this letter with a conventional scanning microscope or,
particular, with a NSOM, where tapered fiber tips are alrea
used as favorable probes.

In conclusion, the subwavelength resolution in a tra
mission acoustic microscope configuration was demonstr
using a coated optical fiber tip as an acoustic probe. A
with a width of 1/20 of the acoustic wavelength was reco
structed with a proper signal-to-noise ratio. The lateral re
lution, which is limited by the outer diameter of the fiber, c
be improved by preparation of special probes. Using pa
reflecting layers on the fiber tip allows an acoustic and
optical image to be obtained simultaneously. The combi
tion of the near-field acoustic microscope proposed in t
letter with a conventional scanning microscope or, in parti
lar, with a NSOM, may open up new fields of application
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FIG. 3. Measured pressure amplitude of the sound wave transmitted thr
a slit 50mm wide.
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